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   E                         C#m
1.Satisfaction guaranteed if I can get my way
 E                                 C#m             D
Satisfaction, yes indeed, there s nothing more to say
          C#m           F#m            D             E
Only that boys will be boys, and they rise to the occasion
 C#m           F#m           D                   C#m      D  E
Girls, lovely girls, wanna start your night starvation

Chorus
           F#m                                  D
I want to feel them (they like it), I want to squeeze them (you like it)
           B                      E
I want to hold them (we want it) more, oh yeah
           F#m                                   D
I want to touch them (they like it), I want to squeeze them (you like it)
           B                     E
I want to hug them (we want it) more, oh yeah

2.Inter-action guaranteed, the fire down below
They may be called the weaker sex, but female dynamo
Only that boys will be boys, and they re out to kill the passion
Girls, lovely girls, always wanna be in the fashion

Chorus
I want to feel them (they like it), I want to squeeze them (you like it)
I want to hug them (we want it) more, oh yeah
I want to touch them (they like it), I want to feel them (you like it)
I want to hold them (we want it) more an  more an  more

Break

3.L-l-lazy lovers ain t no use, you end up needing more
You ve had a hard day s no excuse, we ve heard it all before
And that boys will be boys, they pissin  it an  shoutin  out now
Girls, lovely girls, oh what would we do without them

Chorus
I want to feel them (they like it), oh, I want to squeeze them (you like it)



I want to hold them (we want it) more, oh yeah
I want to touch them, ooh ah ah (they like it), I want to feel them, uh uh uh
(you like it)
I want to hug them (we want it) more an  more an  more

I want to touch them, hold them
Squeeze them, feel them, kiss them
Clean them, stroke them, hug them
Ooh, more an  more an  more an  more

I want to hug them, tease them
Squeeze them, hold them, touch them
Squeeze them, hold them, rub them
Ooh, more an  more an  more â€¦ an  more an  more â€¦ an  more an  more


